RONAN KEATING
BABY CAN I HOLD YOU

ROSHELLE
WHAT I DO TO ME

ROXETTE
JOYRIDE

RUDIMENTAL FT. JESS GYLINE FT. MACKLEMORE
THESE DAYS

RUFUS WAINWRIGHT
ACROSS THE UNIVERSE
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RONAN KEATING
BABY CAN I HOLD YOU

ROSHELLE
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RUDIMENTAL FT. JESS GYLINE FT. MACKLEMORE
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SAL DA VINCI FT. RENATO ZERO
SINGOLI

SAMUEL
LA LUNA PENA

SERGIO CAMMARIERE
VAIL DI CERIALLO

SERGIO SYLVESTRE
CON TE

SFERA EBBASTA FT. BREFGOLD
CHICCHIERO

SFERA EBBASTA FT. QUAVO
CLIPSCO

SHA NA NA
ROCKNROLL IS HERE TO STAY

SHADE FT. FEDERICA
CARTA

SHAKIRA FT. MALUMA
UNCHAINED

SIA
SNOWMAN

SIA FT. SEAN PAUL
SHE'S LIKE A STAR

SIA FT. SEAN PAUL
YOU ARE THE SUNSHINE OF MY LIFE

SIA FT. SEAN PAUL
I CAN'T STOP THINKING ABOUT YOU

SUSAN PRIETO
DESPACITO (BACHATA STYLE - TON. DONNA)
DESPACITO (BACHATA STYLE - TON. UOMO)

TAKAGI & KETRA FT. ARISA FT. LORENZO
FRAGOLA

TAKAGI & KETRA FT. ELISA FT. TOMMASO PARADISO
LA SOLA (IN THE NIGHT)

TAKAGI & KETRA FT.
GIUSY FERRERI - SEAN KINGSTON
AMORE E CAPOEIRA

TAYLOR SWIFT
LOOK WHAT YOU MADE ME DO

TAZENDA
E SARA NATALE (LIVE)

TAYLOR SWIFT FT. ZAYN MALIK
TODD DON'T WANNA LIVE FOREVER

TAZENDA
ERICE DEL SELFIE

THE CARDIGANS
ERASE AND REWRITING

THE CHAINSMOKERS & COLDPLAY
SOMETHING JUST LIKE THIS

THE CHAINSMOKERS FT.
GIUSY FERRERI - SEAN KINGSTON
AMORE E CAPOEIRA

THE CHAINSMOKERS FT.
BUDDY (LIVE MODENA PARK)

THE CHAINSMOKERS FT.
GRANDSON (LIVE)

THE CHAINSMOKERS FT.
ALBACHAIRA

THE KILLS
HUMAN

THE KOLORS
FINDA (MAMALADIES)

THE POLICE
THE LADY

THE POSTMODERN JUKEBOX FT. HALEY REINHART
THE HEARTBEAT OF THE CITY

THE RENEGADES
L'AMORE È BLU

THE WEEKND FT. DAFI PUNK
I FEEL IT COMING

THEGIOJNALISTI
COMPLETAMENTE

THOMAS
NORMALITA

TINA CHARLES
I LOVE TO LOVE

TINA TURNER
WE DON'T NEED ANOTHER HERO

TIZIANO FERRO
I DON'T WANNA LIVE FOREVER

TIZIANO FERRO - CARMEN CONSOLO
E CONTEO

TOBIAS FORNARELLI
ACROSS THE UNIVERSE

TONY ESPOSITO
KALABRA DE LUNA (LATIN EDIT)

TRACY CHAPMAN
TALKING BOUT A REVOLUTION

TWO MAN SOUND
DISCO SAMBA